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Welcome to the Spring 2018 issue of Outlook.
It is always so heartening to see how much
effort is made by those of you who fundraise
for our cause. Our tribute funds are a very
important source of income to us, and I hope
you will enjoy reading about the wonderful
ways they are being boosted in this issue. We
also pay particular tribute to Sammy Johns,
who worked so hard last year to raise over
£50,000 for the ICVI despite being very ill.
There is an interesting overview from Mark
Bodman-Smith about our work on Gamma
Delta T cells, and a more general summary of
our research and the direction it is taking
from Professor Dalgleish.
These are exciting times for cancer
immunotherapy and once again we thank
you for your continuing support of our work.
If you would like any more information on
our research projects or how you can help
with fundraising, please contact
marie@icvi.org.uk or phone our fundraising
ofﬁce on 020 7498 8263.
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RESEARCH UPDATE FROM PROFESSOR DALGLEISH
deposits. Recently the potential of these
cells has been recognised by others and a
new company has been formed called
Gamma Delta therapeutics. This company
aims to expand these cells in the
laboratory and use them as a treatment to
give back to patients. Dan's pioneering
work in this ﬁeld has been recognised by
his appointment as head of Translation
research for this new company. We are of
course sorry to lose Dan but delighted that
our pioneering work is recognised by
industry and that we can contribute to this
important translational research in the
clinic.

On another front, our pioneering work on
low dose naltrexone (LDN) which we
Mark Bodman-Smith writes elsewhere in
protected with patents made out to the
this issue about our work with the speciﬁc ICVI, has now entered crucial phase 1
subset of T cells that are called gamma
clinical trials documenting the
delta T cells. These cells are between the
pharmacokinetics of this drug in low doses,
primitive or innate cells like NK or natural with the ﬁrst patients treated in January
killer cells and speciﬁc antigen speciﬁc
this year. Once this is concluded and
killer cells.
registered we hope to add this to IMM 101
in cancer patients as I have observed
In other news, Dan Fowler who has been
supported by the ICVI for many years, has marked synergy in patients on both
completed some interesting work recently. agents,which is in keeping with the
scientiﬁc rationale for combining these
It showed that the major vaccine we are
focusing on known as IMM 101, (which has agents.
such good activity in melanoma and
It is not widely known that we played a
pancreatic cancer patients), greatly
major role in getting thalidomide
enhances the ability of these cells to kill
analogues made and did all the preclinical
tumour cells, and may be its major antiwork on these as well as being the ﬁrst to
cancer mechanism. He also showed that
do clinical trials on the ﬁrst of these agents
this activity was enhanced further in the
known as Lenalidomide or Revlimid. It has
presence of Zometa, a drug used to prevent had a dramatic effect on patients with
bone thinning and bone pain from cancer multiple myeloma and is now ﬁrst line
standard treatment world wide and was
the second biggest selling anti-cancer
drug last year! Our main work was to show
that these drugs have a dramatic effect on
the immune response and synergise with
vaccines and other immunotherapies.

Dan Fowler is moving on from ICVI
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to have no toxicity at all.
All of the above work is in keeping with my
philosophy of developing safe, effective
and affordable treatments for cancer. This
of course is in sharp contrast to the current
status quo of fairly useful, very toxic and
prohibitively expensive drugs!

The Gamma Delta T cell: a new
recruit in the ﬁght against
cancer
Mark Bodman-Smith, Senior

Lecturer in Immunology at SGUL
The Gamma Delta (gd) T cell is a relatively
new player in the ﬁeld of immunotherapy
but one we believe to be of potentially
huge signiﬁcance in the ﬁght against
cancer.

Before I get into why we think the gd T cell
is important I need to explain a bit of
immunology. The immune system can be
split into two arms, the innate and the
adaptive. The innate immune response is
generally
thought of as being a rapid
We are delighted that we have had further
response
to
infection whereas the adaptive
support from Celgene to investigate the
latest generation of these drugs for clinical response takes longer and retains a
memory of the infection. The innate
development in cancer immunotherapy.
system recognises 'molecular patterns'
We have also been closely interested in
which are present on many different
CBD, a cannabis derived drug and have
bacteria and 'stressed cells'. The adaptive
received support from Jay Pharma to
response is generated against very speciﬁc
develop a cancer agent based on our
molecules unique to one source and is the
research. We have already shown that it is response targeted in conventional
a fantastic radiosensitiser that protects
vaccination, leading to protection over
normal tissue. More recently we have
many years.
published that the anti-cancer activity is
The T cell is the cell which can kill infected
more marked when it is given
intermittently as opposed to a daily dose. cells and is also one of the most potent at
killing tumour cells. To do this the T cell
We are very excited by the prospects of
has a molecule on its surface which it uses
researching its effect on the immune
to recognise targets on either an infected
response and combining it with other
agents (such as those above!) as it seems cell or a tumour cell. The T cell population
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can be broken down into two types, the
Alpha Beta (ab) T cell and the gd T cell. The
ab T cell recognises a small piece of a
molecule and each ab T cell can only
recognise one piece. This means that if we
have a million million ab T cells they will
recognise a million million targets, which
is great when you consider that there are
lots of different bacteria and cancer
molecules out there that need to be
identiﬁed. It also means that ﬁnding the
one ab T cell to target 'your' cancer is a bit
like looking for a needle in a haystack. The
immune system is good at doing this but it
can take time to produce enough of that
one particular ab T cell to have an effect.
The gd T cell appears to work in a different
way, it recognises the change in shape of a
'sensor' molecule on the surface of a target
cell, a change in shape that can be caused
by either bacterial infection or, in some
cases, by a cell becoming a cancer cell (a
transformed cell). The advantage of this
recognition system is that many gd T cells
can recognise the same target. In fact
studies have suggested that up to 70% of
the circulating gd T cells can recognise
targets in this way. So even though gdT
cells only make up a small proportion
(approximately 5%) of the T cells
circulating in the blood most of these can
recognise tumour: that is quite some
army!
It's this ability of the gd T cells to respond
to both bacteria and tumour that we are
investigating. We have published reports
that show that gd T cells can kill tumour,
and that the killing of tumour can be
increased by activating the gd T cells with
bacteria. This is of particular importance
as Prof Gus Dalgleish has for some time
been advocating the use of a bacterium
called Mycobacteria in cancer.

make a resistant tumour cell susceptible to these ﬁndings.
killing. This drug is called Zoledronic acid Once the gd T cell sees the tumour and
(Zometa).
starts to kill it, is there any way in which
this interaction of cells can prime the other
So we have a cell which can kill tumour,
parts of the immune response? At the
the gd T cell; we have a way to activate
beginning of this article I introduced you
these cells, Mycobacteria; and a way to
make tumour cells susceptible to killing by to the ab T cell which seems to be able to
'remember' targets. We have a project
the gd T cell, Zoledronic acid.
which
aims to investigate the interaction
Our group, funded by the ICVI, has a
of
gd
T
cells with tumour and the
number of projects ongoing which aim to
recruitment of other cells, including the ab
understand, and therefore improve, the
way in which these three components can T cell, to join the ﬁght. This would be of
particular importance for generating
be brought together to ﬁght cancer.
'memory' to the tumour which would
One project aims to identify the 'receptor' reduce the chance of a recurrence of
on the gd T cell surface which recognises
disease. This work is currently being
the Mycobacteria and to determine if this submitted by Emma Sparrow as her PhD
is exactly the same as, or just similar to,
thesis.
the receptor which recognises tumour. This
All of these approaches add to the
could be important in making the
understanding
of the role of gd T cells in
recognition of tumour more efﬁcient. We
cancer
and
how
we can best harness these
are collaborating with a group at Cardiff
cells
for
more
efﬁcient
immunotherapy. It
University to look in great detail at these
is of interest that a recent report on the use
of Mycobacteria in pancreatic cancer, coauthored by Gus, has shown some clinical
response in a number of patients. We
believe that this result might be in part
due to the activation of gd T cells and
proposed work will investigate the
activation of these cells in a new clinical
trial using Mycobacteria in melanoma.

Killer T cells targeting a tumour cell

receptors. If they are exactly the same
then all is good, if there are differences
then we should be able to identify which is
the best and, at some point in the future,
Mycobacteria species can cause diseases
we can engineer a cell with the 'perfect'
such as tuberculosis and leprosy and many
receptor. This is some way off but the
research groups have shown that the
concept has been proven with a number of
infection of cells with Mycobacteria can
similar approaches in the clinical setting.
cause that cell to activate the gd T cell
This work is the PhD project of Joe Fenn
population, which in turn can kill the
who is part funded by the ICVI and part
infected cell. Our work at SGUL is to try
funded by Public Health England.
and determine if a harmless Mycobacteria,
One problem that we are addressing is that
such as the one used in BCG vaccination
of how the gd T cell actually gets to the
against tuberculosis, can activate
tumour. Solid tumour are generally in
responsive gd T cells which can then kill
tissues and our gd T cells are in the blood
tumour cells.
circulation. We have a project that is
We know that while some cancers, at least
looking at how gd T cells might migrate
in the laboratory, can be killed by gd T
out of the blood to the site of the tumour.
cells, others have been shown to be
This exciting work has shown some very
resistant to killing. There is, however, a
interesting preliminary results but, as
drug which has been used safely for many
always, we have to make absolutely sure of
years to treat osteoporosis, which seems to
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So the manipulation of this small
population of gd T cells might have a
profound effect on targeting cancer: we
think it's better to have a large percentage
of a small population of cells (gd) than a
tiny percentage of a large population (ab)
to attack the tumour (especially if we can
eventually recruit the large population as
well!).
Once again we are indebted to the ICVI for
providing the funding to investigate these
possibilities and for supporting the young
scientists we will need to train to make
cancer a thing of the past.
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Samantha Johns – a tribute

Samantha Johns:
4 February 1983 – 3 September 2017

FUNDRAISING NEWS
being very ill at the time. Sammy and her
husband Alexander (known as Johnsie)
invited all their friends and their friends'
parents (described by Sammy as “the
grown-ups”!) to an incredible alfresco event
called Do One Terry. Held at Pergola on the
Roof, a rooftop bar in west London, Sammy
worked so hard on the event and managed
to get all the food and drink donated by
Pergola on the Roof as well as some
amazing auction prizes. Everyone –
“grown-ups” included – had a brilliant time
and spent very generously throughout the
evening. The event raised a total of
£121,000 with over £50,000 going to the
ICVI. We in the ofﬁce had a lot of contact
with Sammy before and during the event
and were struck by her kindness, sense of
humour and incredible bravery.

James and friends on the beautiful Isle of Wight

Christmas gifts to customers from the local Christmas Appeal
area. The event raised a total of £889.60 for
Huge thanks to everyone who responded to
the ICVI, and really spread awareness of
our
Christmas appeal and raised
our work too.
£14,787.50 which will go to our research
If anyone would like to organise a similar team. Funds are still coming in, despite it
event in their local area please let us know being not quite Easter, so if you were
as we can advise on how to go about it. It thinking of donating, please do.
would be great to have a whole network of
Kick off Christmas shopping events for
ICVI!

In November a Christmas Fair was held at
Chillington Hall, Staffordshire home of Mr
& Mrs John Giffard. Over 500 people
supported the event. Liz Sands was invited
to run the rafﬂe and hold a cake &
Kick-off Christmas
preserves stall to raise funds for the ICVI.
Christmas 2017 marked the inaugural Kick Over twenty stall holders very kindly
donated a rafﬂe prize. A total of £1,426.30
Off Christmas event, a shopping evening
held at the Balham Bowls Club, near to our was raised towards the Lucy Sands Tribute
Fund. Many thanks to Mr & Mrs John
ofﬁce. Organised by one of our amazing
Giffard and the staff at Chillington Hall.
ofﬁce volunteers, Sarah Law, who invited
30 stall holders to sell some lovely
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The ﬁgures are as follows: 62 miles / 106
km covered, 16 1/2 hrs of running, 120,000
steps, 15,000 calories burnt and £14, 607
raised for the ICVI! Well done to all.

Do have a look at the website that Sammy
and Johnsie documented their journey on
and which contains Alexander's beautiful
eulogy to Sammy: www.dooneterry.com

James Gibbs, a friend of Sammy and
Johnsie, kindly took part in an Isle of
We were so sad to hear of the death of
Sammy Johns, who last May held an event Wight Challenge for the Do One Terry fund
along with friends Jack, Freddie and
to raise funds for our research, despite

Christmas Fundraising

Thomas. James said: I'm pleased to report
we completed our Isle of Wight Challenge
very late on Saturday night! It was an
extremely tough but very rewarding day.

The Christmas fair at Chillington Hall
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Lucy Sands Tribute Fund News Tractor Run
This event, held at the Sands family's farm,
– £100,000 raised!
As well as the Christmas fair mentioned
above, Lucy's loved ones have been
incredibly busy raising money for us over
the last few months. Their hard work has
meant that the Lucy Sands Tribute Fund
has now topped £100,000!

attracted some 80 tractors, which went on
a seventeen mile road run. The day was
ﬁnished off with a rafﬂe, ﬁsh and chips and
homemade cakes and desserts and raised
£765 for the ICVI. Many thanks to Dave
Coombes who organised the event, and to
all those who participated.

A charity supper was very kindly held at
Dick & Emma Foxley's home in
Staffordshire.
Twenty people supported this evening by
enjoying drinks & canapés followed by a
hot supper. Over £850.00 was raised on the
evening.

Tractor Road Run

Rolex Rafﬂe
George Bouwens kindly organised this for
Lucy's Tribute Fund, raising a whopping
£8,311.50. George said:
Dick and Emma Foxley kindly hosted a supper for
ICVI

“The enthusiasm for the Rolex Rafﬂe was
better than I had ever hoped. However, it

Claire Knight, proud winner, with her new watch and
baby Henry!

would not have been possible without the
help of over 40 people who helped to sell
tickets and spread the word. Whether they
sold one ticket, or 39, it put the rafﬂe, and
the ICVI, in front of new faces all eager to
win the prize. Well done Claire and better
luck next time to everyone else!”

If you would like to sponsor Lucy please go
to www.justgiving.com/fundraising/lucydeville1. Alternatively you can a post a
cheque into the ofﬁce.

Other fundraising news
Lucy's Marathon
Lucy DeVille has been involved with the
Institute of Cancer Vaccines and
Immunotherapy for many years, originally
as an employee helping to raise funds and
more recently in a voluntary capacity as
Secretary to the Trustees. Lucy says : When
I ﬁrst became involved immunotherapy
treatments for cancer were rare but I was
inspired by the work of Professor Dalgleish
and his team at St George's University of
London and the patients being treated. It
is exciting to have followed this journey
and to see the hope these treatments can
provide.

Steven Ellis Tribute Fund
Steve Ellis’s loved ones have worked
incredibly hard over the past few years and
his Tribute Fund currently stands at
£41,500. Steve’s brother Barry has
collected over £1,500 at the Duke of
Edinburgh Hotel, Barrow in Furness
through quiz nights and collection tins
alone.

On 8 April, I shall be running in the
Manchester Marathon. I am 65 years old so
this will be a huge test of willpower,
strength and endurance, probably being on
my feet over 5 hours.
Lucy is training for the Manchester Marathon
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DONATING - PLEASE HELP US FIGHT CANCER TODAY
FundRaising

Standards Board

PERSONAL DETAILS
TITLE:

Ms

Mr

NAME:

Mrs

Other

WHERE DID YOU HEAR ABOUT US?

PLEASE PRINT

ADDRESS:

We would like to keep you in touch with our work. If
you prefer not to receive our newsletter twice a year
please tick here:

POST CODE:
TELEPHONE/
MOBILE:
EMAIL:

DONATION
One hour of research undertaken by the whole of the research team costs £400 and £2,000 per patient per year for
a trial (this is an average cost, including salaries, consumables and supervision)

£400

£200

£100

£50

£
OTHER

ONE OFF PAYMENT

REGULAR PAYMENT

I enclose a cheque / CAF Voucher made payable to the ICVI

To donate online please go to www.icvi.org.uk
Please tick this box if you wish to receive an acknowledgement
of your donation

PLEASE PAY THE ICVI the amount ticked above yearly (1 payment
annually), each quarter(4 payments), monthly (12 payments)* until
further notice and debit my account:
*please delete as applicable

ACCOUNT NO:
SORT CODE:
STARTING:

IN MEMORY OF (optional):

please allow one
month from today

SIGNATURE(S)

Please treat all donations I make or have made to the ICVI as Gift Aid
donations until further notice

SIGNATURE(S)

DD / MM / YY

DATE

TO THE MANAGER (Bank name and adresss)

DATE

You must pay an amount of income tax and/or capital gains tax equal to the tax we reclaim on
your donations. Please notify us if your address or tax circumstances change and this in no
longer the case.

POST CODE

FOR ICVI USE ONLY
PLEASE COMPLETE AND SEND THIS FORM TO:
ICVI, Unit 15 Abbeville Mews
88 Clapham Park Road
LONDON, SW4 7BX

Recipient Bank details: Pay Barclays Bank plc.
Account Name: The ICVI Sort code: 20-47-34
Account Number: 10088145
Payment Reference:

